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In order to place in proper context the specialized work in playwriting

for children that I have been doing, I must give you some background.

One of the outstanding new phenomena in education today in the major

population centers of the country is bilingual education. I should note

parenthetically that bilingualism in this country is most commonly assoc-

iated with native Spanish speakers, but there are also thousands of

Indians, Chinese, and other native speakers who can benefit from bilingual

education. My-vork in New York City has, however, been limited to Spanish-

speaking children.

For some time, educators have realized that children in whose.homes

Et;lish is not the dominant language have great difficulty succeeding in

school when they are thrust into a totallyNEnglish-speaking environment.

Increasingly, they have recognized the need of children who have verbal

skills in a language other than English to be taught initially in that

language and introduced gradually to English. They have also become aware

cf the need for such children to be taught about the culture, associated

vith their dominant language. Recently, the Federal government and State

gcTernments have been giving more and more attention to the need for bi-

lingual education. A bilingual conference in 1967 resulted in the passage

cf the Bilinzual Education Act of 1963 which authorized the spending of

400 million dollars on bilingual education programs. To date only 35

million dollars have been spent, mainly because of a paucity of trained

teachers to staff the programs, the lack of appropriate textbooks, and
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:.,nimal information on teaching techniques. At another conference in 1973,

participants urged that more local, state, and federal support be given for

1:rograns for non-L3n;lish speaking and bilin;ual children. Support was ur..;.ed

in particular for programs for Spanish-speaking children, since the United

States now has the fifth largest concentration of Spanish-speaking persons

in the western helisphere. The numbers have grown so rapidly that the

United States is now one of the major Spanish-American countries, and con-

tinued growth is predicted, There are now approximately three million

Spanish-speaking students in grades K through 12.

Rupert Trujillo, Chairman of the federally funded National Educa-

tion Task Force Le La Raza, has stated publicly that innovative bilin7.alf

bicultural educational changes would serve the whole of American Public

Education by

1. Enriching and preserving the cultural resourcesof a people;

2. Creating better human relationships among ethnic groups;

3. Creating for the child an atmosphere of personal identification,

self -Korth and achievement.

The National Education Association reinforced this position in its

recent resolutions calling for "educational materials that portray our

cultural diversity", and "bilingual education as needed".

The preceding information had little meaning for me personally until

I accepted the responsibility for directing a children's theatre production

during nor first year of teaching at The City College, in 1971. I was attracted

to the idea of doing children's plays for the community because I felt that

the audience was there. On the other hand, although I am a native New Yorker,
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I had not yet made contact with either the community or the university.

Neanwhile, I had decided to direct a published play, The Hide and Seek

0:;7ssey of nadeline Gthple, by Frank Ga;liano. :,bile working on this

play but before I had cast the show, I made contact with the principals

of three elementary schools which almost abut the College. One principal,

whose school is predominantly bilingual, was enthusiastic about z project

ark had already developed plans to include theatre in his curriculum.

was being shown around the school, the thought of a Spanish-aulish

crlildrents play struck me as a fascinating possibility. As it happened,

Varian Colon, the Puerto Rican actress, was working with me as an Artist.

in R,nidence in ny acting class. I approached her with my i.:ea and she

i-nediately otferee. to translate Madeline Gim-ale into Spanish. It all

seemed so simple- a made-to-order translation. But as soon as I saw the

translation interpolated into the script, I became aware of problems. The

first one is apparent from a short passage:

Madeline

Si, me encanta. I love it. Me3usta

mas que nada. I love it more than anything.

Litterman

Then why are you running away?

Entonces porque quieres irte?

The problai was that this attempt at naking the play bilingual was a word-for-

word translation. It was really two pla73, and would require twice the playing

tine. This problem would be solved, to sort* exLant by cutting, but a more

serious difficulty remained. The Spanish dialogue seemed alien to the setting
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end sore of the characters, yet not as foreign as it would have been in an

1.4.storical or fairy tale adaptatIon. Realizing I was onto sonethin;* excit-

.; chollen;ing, I be.7;an to ti:acrize e.,out basic issues. I did not

want to cheat those children who night enjoy the play most in Spanish. On

the other hand, there would be Black children who don't speak Spanish in

the audience. Furthermore, the Spanish-speakins children were bilingual

and would understand the dialogue either way, I compromised by interpo-

lAins Spanish when it seemed natural to the action, rather than a repeti-

tion of an 3nglish line.

I was fortunate in acquiring a multi-ethnic cast, including three

1....erto Rican actors, who, through a mInt.Gr of improvisational rehearsals

helped shorten the play and fit the Spanish dialogue into lb more appro-

priately. The short passage I read before now sounded like this:

Madeline

I love it. I love it more than anything.

Mas que nada.

Litterman

Then why are you running away?

I shortened Madeline's Spanish dialogue, keeping the emphatic comment, but

eliminated Litterman's Spanish because it was clear in the action on stave

that Madeline was running away.

The production was a great success. But I knew I had opened a

Pandora's Box. I summed up the problems in this first attempt at creating

a bilingual play as follows:
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1. The a.:vropriateness of aialosuc as daternined

by the characters and locale.

2. 21-1 21o.oe.-,t of :n a line:

Should it precede or folis

3. The very use of translation: bilingual speakers

Co aot transla,:a words :..n". aces; t;:s: use both

nece..52:.ril:: in a

4. The tine factor: In order to control it, the biling-

ual nature of the play needed to part of the

oon:!entien of the pia /.

2c; Oal with the variables I decided to write my bilin,ual play.

Sinc- T .:ad tv,Ier written a play, I read se me standard texts on Playwriting

and :;hildren's Theatre; but I also read more about bilingual education, and

I ol--s.:rvad bilingual classes. But perhaps :cos;. i.-.portant, I spent many ex-

alting .curs in neighborhood parks listening and observing. In my field work

.r..a,)hically the interrelationship between la-.7.;age and culture.

seasel that a bilingual play is not merely lanc-mge, but also cultural nodes

of act ;.on - a young man, for example, expressing his manhood with specific

sl:rutting move:*ents. I realized that I cc :Id actually cut out the Spanish and

with th., tho real 7eople on the strae7.s spaak Spanish

e;uld not dealt its existerce. iased on o'eservatians of, and involve-

nen: the people, particularly the yclng people- of the comm4nity I wrote

a f(ir chila-en called .:hat's :,.an? Me action was centered

in the '::ent Harlem Comnuni%r, the cast was ilradominantly Puerto Rican and Black,

and the characters were identifiable members of the community: graffiti writers,
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loitemrs, winos, shopkeepers, landlords, gang members, and policemen.

The play's theme centers on the need for artistic expression reflected

in graffiti writing, but tha play also dealt with boy/girl conflicts

and machismo. In this play, the Spanish dialogue was more organic to

the characters, with little or no repetition of the lines. This format

minimized problems over placement of Spanish dialogue and also held play-

ing Um down to an hour.

Not all of the problems were eliminated in this play, but I felt

that the technique was developing solidly. Of course, with the choice of

a musica, lyrics had become a matter cf concern, but the play was a marked

inprove:lect over Madeline Gimole in a bilin.ival sense. A short dialogue

follows:

Rhonda Rose

Artistas Babososl You guy are stabbin horses

to steal blankets. Jive artists& Todos Locos&

I'm going to give it to you straight: Tu Apestast

You're a funky artist, man.

Group

ores chiquita? Hey Who are you

kinky babe?

In this play I took advantage of slang terms which often transcended

formal language; and because there was so much spontaneous acting out of

feelings it was unnecessary to translate lines. A knowledg; of the type of

language used in the community for various purposes helped me establish real-

istic dialogue. Children use languagd to play a variety of roles in their own

lives.
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Following the successful production of WhattsillippeninlMan?, I

applied for and received a grant to do a summer program in bilingual

children's theatre. With a staff of Spanish-speaking City College students

in two elementary schools, I set up and supervised a creative dramatics pro-

gram and directed two bilingual shows, one an adaptation of Beauty and the

Eeast (placed in a cent mary Barrie setting) and the other an original

revue. The summer err erience rave ne more efa feeling for the needs and

interests of the children, as well as further practice in bilingual play-

Twriting. But there wasn't enough time to write an original play.

after the summer, I became deterrined to write a uniquely bilingual/

Bicultural children's musical whose theme would be instructive, but waich

would also be understandable through plot, spectacle, and character, to each

child who saw it. To develop the bilingual approach, I felt I should appeal

more directly to the Latin population. I thought - and still think- this

appeal will aid the child's perception of himself. He will identify with

the characters more readily, enhancing his self-esteem in the process.

Before be :inning to write, I spoke at length with community workers, teachers,

students and children, as well as scholars, seeking information and insight into

such cultural concepts as machismo, and dignidad, parent-child conflicts, prejudice,

and the use of potentially obscene terms. I felt that a whole new approach was

required in order to write a play that would be really meaningful to bilingual

children. The play that resulted is a Latin/Rock musical called A Donde Vas?

which will be performed in 1975. It makes use of native speakers of Spanish.

The setting, a kind of trademark, is again 132nd. Street in West Harlem. The

characters are composites of neighborhood people - gangs, merchants, etc., but

the theme is loosly adapted from Everyman. Thus the characters are Barrio per-

sonifications of good deeds, beauty, strength, and so on. The music is heavily

Latin, and one song is totally Spanish, as are many lines.
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Those who have read this play feel strongly that language, char-

acter, setting, and the are appropriate. Once again let me read a few

Damonio has cc-:a to "check cut" Tcdo for the trip down during a

dream sequence.

Todo

Vete Palcarajot You think you some kind

of demon. 71m gonna call my dudes.

Ismonio

You got v name man.

Tcdo

Built (Calls out). Tia

Amigo. Venganl

Demonio

Oye Todo. No Pueden Cirnada.

With this play I think I. have made progress both in providing bilingual/

bicultural plays for children, and in developing bilingual education. I have

tegun to deal with the culture as well as the language, and in doing so have

taken advantage of the educational potential of the theatre. At present there

is virtually no body of plays that can be used either as instruction or enter-

tainment for the bilingual child, whereas a wealth of plays is available for

the English-speaking child. For the bilingual child, whose impUlses are de-

rived from the interplay of two cultures, I see my present work as a kind of

refinement of the child's world.

Relevant questions still require answers. There is a need to determine

what themes and ideas constitute bilingual source materials as well as what
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manipulations of structure, charaJter, setting, languaise and acting are

needed for authenticity. Is it possible to determine what cultural values

11:7 to the Spanish-En:4113h population? Thus far, N7 writing and

..:Lraztlra has bean based in part on the assumption that cultural traits

Ja.ch as machismo or "conflicts over assimilation", do have a bearing on

the success of.the plays. But I am continuing to do research in this

area at present. Ultimately, I hope that my' plays will provide a mean-

theatre experience for bilin.Tual children by allowing them to

idnetify with their unique heritage.
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